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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
 
This 2017/18 Annual Report covers a fifteen-month period from April 2017 to June 2018, as we have 
changed our reporting period to align better in future with the academic year at Hunar Ghar, which 
starts in July.  
 
First and foremost, we would like to pay tribute to Educate for Life co-founder Ed Forrest, who has 
dedicated so much of his time, since the very inception of our charity, to ensuring that all our projects 
are well run and have a positive impact on the marginalised Bakhel community which we seek to 
serve. Hunar Ghar School would not be the success story it is today, were it not for Ed’s ambition and 
belief in what could be achieved and without the tremendous support he has provided to all other 
team members to enable the school and our projects to grow. Ed has now stepped down as Educate 
for Life CEO, but is a lifelong honorary patron of Educate for Life.  
 
Ed’s decision to step down created space for Educate for Life trustees to reflect on the sustainability 
of Hunar Ghar and the integrated services provided to the Bakhel community. After a period of some 
uncertainty and challenge, we believe that as an organisation we have emerged stronger, with a clear 
vision of a more sustainable future for Hunar Ghar. This will be achieved through ongoing close 
partnerships with local Indian organisations and the potential future involvement of the Government 
of India in providing financial support for Hunar Ghar School.  
 
Our trustees, led by the other co-founder of Educate for Life, Dr Akshay Patel, have been tireless in 
their efforts to ensure no disruption to all the services provided in Bakhel at and through Hunar Ghar 
School. We are all delighted that our long-term project partner, and expert in provision of rural 
education in Rajasthan, Rajasthan Bal Kalyan Samiti (RBKS) has agreed to take on operational 
responsibility for education provision at Hunar Ghar. RBKS will ensure that the school is run according 
to the principles and values established by Educate for Life, and our trustee board will remain in 
regular contact with staff on the ground and the RBKS leadership team, to ensure oversight and 
maintenance of quality and impact. Educate for Life will remain responsible for the delivery of our 
health programmes. 
 
While the leadership and direction of the project was under review, the Hunar Ghar team continued 
to provide high quality education and care to all students and to undertake all aspects of our health 
and community development work. We are extremely grateful for their tireless dedication and 
professional conduct, always putting our beneficiaries and their needs first. 
 
We are also very grateful to our committed community of supporters and well-wishers. Thank you for 
bearing with us as we revised our organisational structure and operational model. Thank you for your 
warm wishes for our continued success and your continued trust. Thank you for providing us with 
financial support, without which we would not be able to maintain all our services and projects. 
 
We remain committed to bringing about lasting, positive change in the lives of all those growing up in 
Bakhel. We will achieve this in partnership with trusted local organisations, with our funders and with 
everyone who takes the trouble to read this report and to thereby bear witness to the lives of one of 
the most marginalised communities in India.   
 
In gratitude, 
 

Educate for Life 
England & Wales registered charity 1114271 
2 Blanchard Way, London, E8 3AE, UK 

www.educateforlife.org.uk  

http://www.educateforlife.org.uk/
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OUR VISION 
 

An India of happy, healthy childhoods 
 

OUR MISSION 
 

Educate for Life works to ensure integrated provision of education, 
healthcare and community development services in Bakhel, an extremely 
deprived and remote rural community in Rajasthan in India. Educate for 
Life works in partnership with local organisations to successfully achieve 
this and to comply with Indian legislation.  

THE NEED 
 

The Bakhel community of 2,088 people is amongst one of the poorest and most marginalised in India. 
Officially classified as 'tribal' by the government, the community has not benefitted from rapid 
economic growth happening elsewhere in India. To assess the levels of education, health and overall 
living standards of its people, Educate for Life carried out a baseline survey in 2015. Our findings 
were deeply concerning. 
 
Families in Bakhel survive through subsistence farming, with 98% of them living below the poverty 
line of 32 Indian Rupees (£0.40). There is very limited infrastructure in place, with over 80% of 
households lacking access to safe drinking water and 90% of the households lacking access to 
electricity. A quarter of all households have experienced the loss of a child under five. 
 
The literacy rate of Bakhel village stood at 20%, compared to the Indian national average of 73%. 
Over 80% of adults over-25 in the community had never been to school themselves and 49.5% of the 
576 school-aged children were not in any form of education. In comparison, India reports 96% 
enrolment rates nationally. Instead of going to school, children contribute to their households either 
by working in the fields or looking after younger siblings. As a result, children are unable to break the 
cycle of inter-generational poverty. 

OUR AIM 
 
Our ultimate aim is to enable socio-economic transformation in Bakhel and for the integrated services 
provided in Bakhel to be a source of inspiration for best practice in rural education and healthcare in 
marginalised communities in India. 
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OUR APPROACH 
 
Educate for Life believes in the need to provide integrated education, health and community 
development services to enable the best possible outcomes for all community members. Our work is 
guided by the following principles: 
 

 Needs and projects should be identified by local partners in consultation with community 
members 

 Projects and services should be sustainable with local involvement and ownership 

 Projects and services should have a long-term beneficial impact for the community 
Our projects ensure provision of continuous support from pregnancy to adulthood, focusing on:  

 
 

 

 
 
 

 MATERNAL & CHILD HEALTHCARE 
Working with local partners and Hunar 

Ghar School to support mothers and 

children through pregnancy, delivery and 

childhood to adopt healthy practices and 

access essential government health 

services. Regular community-wide health 

camps and mobile clinics. 

 

 

PRIMARY EDUCATION 

Working with RBKS and Hunar Ghar 

School to provide an inclusive and holistic 

education for children to age 14. High 

academic standards are combined with 

co-curricular activities and high levels of 

community engagement. 

 

 

SECONDARY EDUCATION 
Working with Kshamtalaya to support 

onward education in two local government 

schools, with a focus on academic 

attainment and social and emotional 

literacy. 
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THEORY OF CHANGE 
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OUR JOURNEY THIS YEAR 
 
The timeline below plots significant achievements and developments at Hunar Ghar from April 2017 

to June 2018.  

 

April 2017 
Excellent Academic Outcomes! 
Exam time at Hunar Ghar. Class 5 and Class 8 students sit compulsory state 

board exams in Maths, Hindi, English and Environmental Sciences.  

All 34 Class 5 children achieved ‘A’ grades as an average grade score of all 

their subjects. This 100% A grade 

success amongst Standard V 

students is unheard of for a rural 

community such as the one served 

by Hunar Ghar, where the majority of 

adults haven’t been to school 

themselves. These incredible exam 

results show what first generation 

rural learners can achieve when they 

have the right support.    

 

In Class 8, 69% of students received A and B grades in their state exams.                      

May 

 
 

School Holidays 

 

Developing a Teacher Appraisal System  
Amit Chadda a teacher from London, spent time with the Hunar Ghar team to 

develop a teacher appraisal system to help with our teachers’ professional 

development.  

June 
 

Orientation 2017 
A ten-day staff training 
course took place in 
Udaipur to build capacity of 
our team members and 
teach them new classroom 
skills. The key focus was on 
social, emotional learning 
and workshops were led by 
team members and some 
of our expert partners 
including Apni Shala and 
Kshamtalaya.  

July 
 

500 Children Enrol for the New Academic Year 
Enrolment gets underway for the 2017/18 academic year and 500 children 
are enrolled at Hunar Ghar School.  

http://www.apnishala.org/
http://www.kshamtalaya.org/
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 Kotra Learning Festival 2017 
Kotra Learning Festival 

2017 was hosted at Hunar 

Ghar by our partner, 

Kshamtalaya. Children 

from the community worked 

on theatre, photography, 

music, craft and data 

handling projects. 

 

 
 

Second Batch of Hunar Ghar Graduates join Secondary 

School 
For the second year in 

a row, all Hunar Ghar 

Class 8 graduates 

enrolled in secondary 

school.  

 

 

 

 

 Health and Community Team Attends Workshop on 

Maternal and Neo-natal Care 
Our Health and Community team took part in a workshop about the 

importance of midwifery care in reducing maternal and neonatal mortality and 

morbidity.  

August Gold Medal for Hunar Ghar 
Hunar Ghar underwent a whole school self-review facilitated by our partner 

Adhyayan. The school leadership team, teachers, school support staff, 

students and community members were all involved and looked at six key 

performance areas:  

 Leadership and management 

 Teaching and learning 

 The child 

 The curriculum 

 Community and partnership 

 Infrastructure and resources 

Hunar Ghar was awarded a State Gold Medal by Adhyayan – a fantastic 

achievement which reflects the hard work and dedication of our team.  

https://www.facebook.com/Kshamtalaya/
http://adhyayan.asia/site/
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 EFL Starts Support of 

Kshamtalaya Fellows  
Educate for Life enabled three Kshamtalaya 

Fellows to work in three local government 

schools in the vicinity of Hunar Ghar to 

support students and teachers in order to 

improve learning outcomes and educational 

standards.  

 

September Bal Sansad / Children’s Parliament at Hunar Ghar 
Children’s rights are at the very heart of everything that happens at Hunar 

Ghar.  For the first time, the Hunar Ghar team supported students to create 

a Hunar Ghar Bal Sansad or Children’s Parliament to teach them about 

democracy and get them involved in championing changes they wish to see 

in their school and community.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo: Students gather for first Bal Sansad meeting 

 First School Management Committee Meeting of the 
Academic Year 
The Hunar Ghar School 
Management Committee (SMC) 
comprises of community 
members and the parents of 
students enrolled at Hunar Ghar, 
as well as Hunar Ghar staff.  The 
SMC works with the school 
administration to manage and 
monitor school activities. The 
active participation of all involved 
strengthens the school’s 
relationship with local community 
members. 
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October 

Diwali Celebrations  
Diwali celebrations at 

Hunar Ghar included 

children from all classes 

performing skits, reciting 

poems and sharing stories. 

 

 

 

November Social Emotional Learning Workshop with Apni Shala  
Our partner, Apni Shala, 

conducted a two-day 

workshop with teachers at 

Hunar Ghar focusing on 

enabling teachers to help 

children learn more 

effectively and creatively 

through developing self-

management and inter-

personal skills. 

 

 Eye Camp at Hunar Ghar 
An eye camp for Hunar Ghar students 

and the community was organised in 

collaboration with our partner the 

Global Hospital and Research Centre. 

Two doctors and eight technicians 

screened 383 children at school, 

referring on several for free eye 

operations which took place 

subsequently at the Global Hospital in 

Mt Abu.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.apnishala.org/
http://www.ghrc-abu.com/home
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 Children’s Week Focus on Child Rights 
Hunar Ghar students participated in debates, painting competitions and 

sessions with teachers to understand a range of social causes. The week 

culminated in the first ever rally around Bakhel to raise awareness of the 

importance of girls going to school.  

 

December Annual Health Screening at Hunar Ghar 
Our partner Geetanjali Hospital sent a 

team of eight doctors to Hunar Ghar to 

carry out health assessments of Hunar 

Ghar students.  

 

 

 

  

 Let’s Open a Book Visits Hunar Ghar  

Ruchi Dhona, who founded Let’s Open a Book, spent time at Hunar Ghar to 

get to know students in order to make recommendations about appropriate 

books for the school library. Funds were raised to stock the library in our 2016 

crowdfunding campaign. 

 Kitchen Construction  
Construction work started to expand 

and improve kitchen facilities at 

Hunar Ghar.  

 

This year >1,000 nutritious meals 

were freshly prepared on site every 

school day.  

 

 

January 
2018 

Inter-School Sports Event  
Hunar Ghar hosted an inter-school 

sports event in which over 200 

children from seven other schools 

took part. Events included Kho-Kho, 

Kabaddi, Archery and various track & 

field events.  

 

http://www.geetanjalihospital.co.in/index.html
https://www.facebook.com/letsopenabook/
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Republic Day Celebrations 
Hunar Ghar celebrated the 69th 

Republic Day with a student parade 

and multiple dance performances. 

Over 400 community members 

watched the celebrations.  

 

 

 

‘My Village’ – Winning Entries in Regional Drawing 

Competition 
Three Hunar Ghar students were amongst the top ten entries in a regional 

drawing competition, depicting Bakhel through their eyes.  

 Boundary Wall Completed 
To comply with Indian legislation, we 

needed to construct a boundary wall 

around the school.  

February Dental Check-up  
A dental check-up camp was organised 

on at Hunar Ghar in collaboration with 

our partner the Global Hospital and 

Research Centre. A team of two dentists 

checked over 400 students’ teeth and 

then led a session on the importance of 

maintaining good oral hygiene and the 

best practices to follow.  

 

 

 

  

http://www.ghrc-abu.com/home
http://www.ghrc-abu.com/home
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 Hunar Ghar Library Opens  
The very first books for the Hunar 

Ghar library arrived and students 

began regular reading periods in 

the library with their teachers.  

 

 School Jumpers Distributed 
Hunar Ghar students 

were given school 

jumpers to keep them 

warm in the winter 

months.  

March Holi Celebrations at Hunar Ghar 
The Indian festival of colours Holi 

was celebrated with enthusiasm 

by teachers and students at 

Hunar Ghar. 

 

April 

Recognition for Hunar Ghar Community Health Worker   

Kanku Bai, a dedicated member of the 

Hunar Ghar Health and Community 

team, who is from the local community, 

has been recognised for her work by a 

tribal welfare organisation. Kanku is one 

of the first women from the Bakhel 

community to step out of home and 

work. The organisation was celebrating 

that achievement and the role 

model Kanku is on World Women's Day.  
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 Sickle Cell Anaemia Testing 
A team of Government of India 

doctors visited Hunar Ghar to 

carry out sickle cell anaemia 

checks. 255 children aged over 

six years old were tested and 38 

children were identified 

with sickle cell anaemia and will 

receive treatment.    

May Exam Results Day  
Parents of Hunar Ghar 

students were invited to 

come to the school for the 

presentation of their 

children’s exam results. 

 

 

 

 

Once again, Class 5 and Class 8 students sat compulsory state board exams 

in Maths, Hindi, English and Environmental Sciences. They achieved another 

fantastic set of results with 81% of 75 Class 5 students achieving ‘A’ or ‘B’ 

grades overall and 75% of 20 Class 8 students achieving ‘A’ or ‘B’ grades 

overall. 

 Apni Shala Teacher Training Review 
Our partner Apni Shala visited 

Hunar Ghar to review what new 

skills teachers have learnt over the 

year and how they have integrated 

their learning into their lessons.  

 

 

http://www.apnishala.org/
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June Orientation 2018 
The Hunar Ghar team participated in a review 

of Hunar Ghar school policies and the school 

vision. Teachers then took part in training 

sessions relating child protection, ideal 

classrooms, the continuation of the Bal Sansad 

/ Children's Parliament initiative and community 

and parental engagement.  

 
Our partner Let’s Open a Book ran a session on 
how the library should be managed and how 
children can take responsibility for the books 
and resources.  

 

  

https://www.facebook.com/letsopenabook/
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STORIES OF HUNAR GHAR CHILDREN 
 

Every child’s life tells a story. In 2017/18 we had 500 children enrolled at Hunar Ghar and each of 

their life stories has been shaped by their time at school.  

RAJU’S STORY  
Raju studied in Class 7 at Hunar Ghar this year and is an 

inspiring student for everyone. He lives seven kilometres from 

Hunar Ghar and walks to school and back each day*.  Raju 

believes that Hunar Ghar is the only school where students 

are not beaten and where there is a focus on each child’s 

individual learning.  

 

 

 

Raju says: “The vision and mission which Hunar Ghar has towards education and for child 

development encourages me to come from that far by walking. I love coming to the school and really 

don’t find distance a problem. I have been doing this for three years and will continue doing this… 

I love all my teachers, studying science subject and having lunch with all my friends in the school. I 

love that teachers are so polite and never get angry and beat their students, which one will find in 

other schools.” 

(*A major donor heard Raju’s story and has gifted him a bicycle!)  

AMISHA’S STORY  
Amisha studied in Class 8 this year and feels that life has 

changed a lot. She loves being part of Hunar Ghar and enjoys 

her studies because they involve different activities and student 

participation. She loves playing games and meeting all her 

friends every day. She is extremely interested in learning how to 

dance. She herself is a fine dancer and teaches dances to her 

schoolmates.  

 

 

Amisha says: “Hunar Ghar is really a different school. It includes number of learning activities as part 

of the curriculum, Community Learning Mornings, Child Learning Demonstration Days, extra classes 

and co-curricular activities. This doesn’t happen in other schools here on a regular basis and that is 

what I like the most about the school. 
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“I got elected as Cultural Minister as a part of the Bal Sansad (Children Parliament) at Hunar Ghar 

and I am really excited to encourage all girls at Hunar Ghar in dance and music and to motivate them 

to participate in all different cultural activities and programs of the school. It feels great to imagine that 

I will represent Hunar Ghar at various platforms in future as one of the representatives of Bal Sansad. 

I will try my best to keep all students engaged especially girls through cultural programs at school and 

community.” 

BHURI’S STORY 
 

Bhuri was studying in Class 3. She required major surgery following 

an accident at home in June 2017. Her family, unable to pay for her 

care, approached unregistered doctors and, without professional and 

reliable treatment, her condition worsened.  

 

When the Health and Community team at Hunar Ghar became aware 

of the crisis, her family was immediately assisted to navigate the 

hospital system in Udaipur, with Bhuri requiring admission to a private 

Intensive Care Unit*. With proper treatment and care, Bhuri has 

recovered tremendously and has since returned to school.  

 
*We made a one-off appeal to some of our supporters for contributions to the cost of Bhuri’s treatment and care. The total 
cost of all her healthcare was funded in full thanks  to their compassion and generosity. 
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HUNAR GHAR GRADUATES 
 

We have supported Hunar Ghar graduates to continue their studies at a residential secondary school 

run by our partner, Rajasthan Bal Kalyan Samiti, in Jhadol, some 95km away from Bakhel. Staying in 

a hostel was a new experience for the children from Bakhel, most of whom had never left their 

community before. Hunar Ghar teachers have helped them with their transition by becoming their 

mentors and confidants. Hunar Ghar Principal, Ajeet Sangia, has visited them regularly and is happy 

with their progress and how well they have adapted to their new environment. The children have been 

studying six subjects - Mathematics, Science, Social Science and languages - Hindi, English and 

Sanskrit. The teaching style at the school is quite different from the one followed at Hunar Ghar. At 

their new school, the children like being with their peer group and have learnt a lot from their friends. 

Their time at secondary school is making the students more confident, independent and mature.  

 

Sadly, two students have not continued with their secondary studies, a boy from Class 10 and a girl 

from Class 9. The boy dropped out as he was unable to cope up with the pressure of studies and 

hence could not adjust at the new school. Hunar Ghar teachers tried counselling him to continue, as 

did his parents. He tried again but after another two months he decided against continuing.  

 

In the girl’s case, the barrier has been child marriage. The girl was married when she completed Class 

9 and was then not allowed by her family to join Class 10. The teachers reached out to her parents 

and shared their views on how Class 10 can open many avenues of employment. However, the girls’ 

parents felt that it was for their daughter’s in-laws to decide her future and they wanted her to take 

care of the household. This has been a difficult outcome for the team and highlights the barriers girls 

still face in rural India.  

 

We asked the children to share how they feel about their experiences at Jhadol Secondary School… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

I enjoy being at the 
school. Here I have 

learnt about discipline 
and following a strict 
schedule, which has 
helped me become 

more organised. I have 
made many new friends 

and learnt different 
things from them. 

One of the most exciting part of 
school is the inter-school 
competitions where other school 
children come to our school. I 
now have many friends and enjoy 
working in a team with them. 

Initially, when I joined school, 
language was a big difficulty 
for me. I felt peer pressure too 
as everyone could speak Hindi 
fluently. But slowly I learnt 
along with my classmates and 
now I am very happy. 

http://www.rbks.org/
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MUKESH’S STORY  

 
Mukesh is a Hunar Ghar graduate who is now studying 

in Class 11 at our partner’s residential hostel school in 

Jhadol. Mukesh has a bright future. In his Class 10 

Board exam he achieved 77% and he has now chosen 

to specialise in agriculture. Mukesh wants to work in a 

government agriculture department. He also wants to 

help his community to adopt new technologies in 

agriculture. To know that Hunar Ghar students are 

crafting futures for themselves and still remembering 

their community and wish to give back to it, is brilliant.  

SIBI’S STORY 
Another Hunar Ghar graduate, Sibi, who narrowly avoided 

marriage a few years ago, is three years into her secondary 

studies in Jhadol  and enjoying them. She has also chosen to 

specialise in agriculture and studies alongside Mukesh.  
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SUPPORTING LOCAL GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS  
 

This year, Educate for Life has supported Kshamtalaya, an Indian non-profit organisation founded to 

support school children in disadvantaged settings. We enabled three local government schools in the 

vicinity of Hunar Ghar to benefit from the inputs of three committed Kshamtalaya Fellows.  

 

JHED SECONDARY SCHOOL  

Stephen Charles 46 4 
Kshamtalaya Fellow Number of direct 

child beneficiaries  
Number of teachers 

supported 
 

Stephen Charles, a former bank of America employee, 

is passionate about sports intervention. Over the past 

year, he has helped children to develop a greater 

interest in their studies, attend school more regularly 

and learn valuable life skills through participating in 

sporting activities. Stephen has sourced balls and sports 

shoes for the children though Ball to All and a 

crowdfunding campaign he organised. He has taught 

children how to play football and Ultimate Frisbee, 

developed their confidence and helped them overcome 

fear of failure. 

BHOOLA SECONDARY SCHOOL 

 

Deepshikha Chhetri has a degree in nutrition and is 

passionate about health interventions. She has been 

working in Bhoola government school to improve the 

quality of education through art and music interventions. 

She has improved kitchen hygiene at the school and 

helped people in the local community to make their very 

own hand-washer. She has also run a workshop on 

menstruation hygiene for girls at the school.  

Deepshikha Chhetri 80 9 

Kshamtalaya Fellow Number of direct child 
beneficiaries Number of teachers 

supported 

https://www.facebook.com/pg/Kshamtalaya/about/?ref=page_internal
https://www.balltoall.org/
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Through her interventions, Deepshikha is now able to see changes in her students such as 

improvement in communicating/articulating their thoughts, reflecting, building relationships and trying 

to learn new things. 

 

MANDWA SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL 

 
 
 

 
 
Alokesh is an English Literature graduate with a Masters 

in Mass Communication, Advertising and Journalism. He 

has spent the past year working extensively on 

developing children’s language skills. He gave extra 

lessons after school for children who needed more 

attention and worked on letter recognition and word and 

sentence formation and number sense through different 

interactive methods of colour coding and coloured 

structure formation for the children.  

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Alokesh Sharma 79 3 
Kshamtalaya Fellow Number of direct child 

beneficiaries 
Number of teachers 

supported 
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HUNAR GHAR IN NUMBERS 

THE 2017/18 ACADEMIC YEAR 
 

500 16 4-16 
Children enrolled Classes of learners 

 
 

Age range of learners 

 

74% 241,000 
Average school attendance Number of balanced and nutritious school 

breakfasts and lunches served 
 
 

 

SINCE HUNAR GHAR BEGAN… 
 
 

>411,955 
 

675 

School meals served Individual children directly benefiting from education 
and health care provided by Hunar Ghar 

 
 

 

ATTENDANCE IN 2017/18 
 
 

74% >90% 
Average daily child attendance 

 

Average daily teacher attendance 
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LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 

75% A/B grades 
Achieved by our Hunar Ghar Class 8 students in compulsory state board exams this year 

 

81% A/B grades 
Achieved by our Hunar Ghar Class 5 students in compulsory state board exams this year 

 

CONTINUING EDUCATION 

73.5% compared to 95% 
Children enrolled in secondary 

education in Rajasthan1 

 

 Hunar Ghar leavers enrolling 
at secondary school in 

2017/18 

 

 

  

                                                 
1 http://img.asercentre.org/docs/Publications/ASER%20Reports/ASER%202017/aser2017fullreportf inal.pdf   

 

http://img.asercentre.org/docs/Publications/ASER%20Reports/ASER%202017/aser2017fullreportfinal.pdf
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OUR HEALTH PROGRAMME IN NUMBERS 

EXPECTANT MOTHERS AND BABIES SERVED TO JUNE 2018 
 

354 320 320 
Expectant women supported 

through their pregnancies  
Pre-school children supported 

with vaccinations, growth 
monitoring and feeding advice  

 

New babies delivered through 
our Safe Motherhood 

Programme 

SKILLED DELIVERIES TO JUNE 2018 

41% compared to 71% 
of women had skilled 
deliveries before our 

programme 

 of women in the Safe 
Motherhood Programme 

 

HOME VISITS AND ANTENATAL CHECKUPS TO JUNE 2018 

<20% compared to 86% 
Completed antenatal 

vaccinations before our 
programme 

 of women in the Safe 
Motherhood Programme 

UNDER-FIVE MORTALITY RATE 

150/1000 compared to 87/1000 
Under-five infant mortality rate 

in Bakhel in 2013 
 Under-five infant mortality rate 

in Bakhel in 2018 
 

COMMUNITY HEALTHCARE TO APRIL 2017 – JUNE 2018 

>1,500 23 19 
people received free care from 

the mobile health clinic 
No. of specialist referrals  

 
Referrals for TB sputum 

checks 
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CHILD HEALTH AT HUNAR GHAR IN 2017/18 ACADEMIC YEAR 

500 99% 96% 
Number of students enrolled at 

Hunar Ghar 
Had annual health screening 

 
Received catch-up 

vaccinations 

   

69% 91% 69% 
Balwadi who were given Vit A 

supplementation 
Had anti-parasitic medication 

 
Received polio vaccinations 

   

Students are also being given weekly Iron and Folic Acid supplements. 
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INTERNS, VOLUNTEERS & FUNDRAISERS 

2017/18 INTERNS & VOLUNTEERS 
We are very grateful to individuals that volunteer their time to share their expertise with us for the 

benefit of Hunar Ghar and the Bakhel community. This year we have been joined by some incredibly 

dedicated and inspiring individuals: 

 

Intern Project Duration Location 

Amit Chadda Teacher Appraisal System 1 week Hunar Ghar 

Anika Patel  Anika is a GP from the UK, who spent 
time training and building the capacity 
of our health and community team, 
focusing on maternal, newborn and 
infant care. 

6 weeks Hunar Ghar 

Happy Tailor A group of volunteers from the Udaipur 
School of Social Work spent time 
maintaining health records, supporting 
community healthcare outreach work 
and assisting with new initiatives at 
Hunar Ghar, including the setting up of 
the first Bal Sansad or Children’s 
Parliament. 

4 months Hunar Ghar 

Sudhansh Madhwani 

Sanjay Regar 

Pushpendra Bhati 

Rambabu 

Arka Bokshi Arka is a volunteer in the UK assisting 
with raising funds from Trusts and 

Foundations. 

Ongoing UK 

Guy Baille-Grohman Guy filmed at Hunar Ghar to help us 
share our work with others. 

Ongoing UK 

 

2017/18 FUNDRAISERS 
We are also full of gratitude for our amazing fundraisers – some of whom have sprinkled a lot of glitter, 

tasted a lot of cakes or quite literally gone an extra mile – or more – to raise funds for us. 

 

Iona-Jane Harris Brighton 10 Mile Deborah Grossman Yoga Fundraiser, Glasgow 

Nikhil and Anjani Patel   Paris Marathon Amber, Rowan, Ava 
and Finn 

Cake Sale, Brighton 

Little Tug Boat Day 
Nursery 

Christmas fundraising activities involving children, parents and staff from 
the nursery. The amount raised very generously matched by the Little 
Tug Boat Nursery.  
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SUPPORTERS 
 

We are extremely grateful to all our supporters. With gifts ranging from 20p 

donations from kind-hearted seven-year olds to generous larger donations 

and grants from compassionate individuals, trusts, foundations and 

companies, we are grateful for every penny – and careful with them all too!  

 

It is wonderful when donors are able to visit Hunar Ghar and see for 

themselves the impact of their support. This year, we welcomed several 

visitors to the school who had the opportunity to meet students and team 

members. 

 

We keep in touch with all our supporters through our newsletter and personal contact. We try our best 

to share what’s happening at Hunar Ghar – all of which is only possible because of our supporters. 

Photo: A new kitchen is under construction to provide more space and better facilities for our cooking 
team, who prepare >800 healthy, nutritious meals on site at Hunar Ghar each day. The new 
infrastructure is being co-funded by major donors, OneKindAct and The Greenhall Foundation.  
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FUNDING PARTNERS 

 

  

  

 

 

Women’s India Association of the UK 
 
 
  

   

 

 
 
 

Strathspey Charitable Trust 
 
The Whitecourt Charitable Trust 

 
 

Starcourt Construction 
 

Mrs F B Laurence's Charitable Trust 
  

Ernest Ingham Charitable Trust 
 

Wallace Bell Charitable Trust 
 

Peter Alan Dickson Foundation 
 

Bryan Guinness Charitable Trust 
 

S E Franklin New Second Charity 
 
 

 
The Grant Foundation 

 
Oakdale Trust 

 
Belacqua Trust 

 
Bryan Lancaster Trust 

 
Tula Trust 
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2017/18 FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
Figures provided consolidate UK income with expenditure in UK & India. Our UK accounts have been 
independently examined and our India accounts have been audited. UK independent examination 
kindly donated by YR Associates, Chartered Accountants, London. 

 

WHERE OUR FUNDS CAME FROM IN 2017/18  

 

 

HOW WE SPENT OUR FUNDS IN 2017/18 

 

£192,581 

£181,633 
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EDUCATIONAL COSTS BROKEN DOWN 

 

HEALTH AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COSTS BROKEN DOWN 

 

 

SUMMARY OF UK INCOME AND EXPENDITURE 2017/18 
 

 Total funds 2018 Total funds 2017 

OPENING BALANCE £45,512 £29,422 

TOTAL INCOME £192,581 £182,768  

TOTAL BALANCE £238,093 £212,190 
   

LESS TOTAL EXPENDITURE £181,633  £166,678  

CLOSING BALANCE £56,460   £45,512 
*Donations received were designated for expenditure on specific projects at Hunar Ghar if agreed 
with the donor. £16,332 of the closing balance is designated toward 2018/19 activities, leaving 
£40,128 in reserve. The amount held in reserve is in line with our reserves policy, which is regularly 
reviewed by trustees, and aims to ensure that we have four months of expenditure held in reserves.  

£93,965 
 

£15,268 
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GOVERNANCE & ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE 
 

Educate for Life is a charitable trust registered with the Charity Commission of England and Wales 

on 16 November 2005, with registration number 1114271. We have an active board of five voluntary 

trustees based in the UK, who meet on a quarterly basis. The chair of our trustee board is Dr Akshay 

Patel, one of the co-founders of the charity and a paediatrician. Dr Patel is our voluntary Director of 

Health of Operations. The other co-founder of the charity, Ed Forrest, is an honorary life-long patron. 

Matt Barbet is patron of Educate for Life. Trustees regularly visit India and spend time at Hunar Ghar. 

We have an advisory board with members in India and the UK and work in partnership with Indian 

organisations to ensure the operational success of our projects. We have two part-time UK based 

fundraisers.   
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EDUCATE FOR LIFE BOARD OF TRUSTEES  
 

 
  

 

SHAILESH PATEL VIBHAKAR PATEL HINA AMIN 
 

  

BIJAL PATEL 
(Treasurer) 

JOHN HALES 
(STEPPED DOWN APRIL 2018) 

DR AKSHAY PATEL (Co-

founder, Chair & Director of 
Health Operations) 

  

  

BRIDIE LAYDEN 
(STEPPED DOWN AUGUST 2018) 
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EDUCATE FOR LIFE TEAM  

 

 
 

ED FORREST 
Co-founder and Lifelong 
Honorary Patron - UK 

 
IONA-JANE HARRIS 

Fundraising & 
Communications Director - UK 

 
MATT BARBET 

Patron – UK 

BECKY KELLY 
Trust Fundraiser - UK 

 

SANJIV RAY 
Chief Operating Officer – India 
(May 2017 – November 2017) 

 
SHWETAMBERA 

PARASHAR 
Communications Freelancer -

India 

 
 
 

RAHUL DUBEY 
Rural Changemaker – India 
(August 2017 – May 2018) 

 

RENUKA BHATI 
Fundraising and 

Communications Manager – 
India 

(September 2017 – March 
2018) 
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OUR ADVISORS 
We are very grateful for the kindness and generosity of our advisors for sharing their time and 
expertise to collaborate with us to help the children and communities that we serve.  
 
 

 
 

RAJAN AMIN 
Fundraising Development Board Chair 

 

 
 

MADHU SAREEN 
Founder Suryaansh, founder Rotary Panna 

Udaipur 
 

 
RAJESH TIWARI 

CEO, Indian Centre for CSR 
 

 
AMRITA NAIR 

Co-founder & CEO, Apni Shala 

 
 

KAVITA ANAND 
Founder and Executive Director, Adhyayan 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MR G. S. SHARMA 
Director, Rajasthan Bal Kalyan Samiti  
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ADITYA TRIVEDI 
Business Owner 

 
SATYAM VYAS 

COO, Going to School 
 

 
MANISH THAPA 

Programme Director, STIR Education 

 
PROFESSOR RAJEEV SHARMA 

Ravi J Matthai Centre for Educational Innovation, 
Indian Institute of Management - Ahmedabad 

 

 

VIVEK KUMAR 
Gandhi Fellow; Founder, Kshamtalaya 

 
ALOKESH SHARMA 
Founder, Kshamtalaya 
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OUR PARTNERS IN INDIA 
 

We work in partnership with carefully selected Indian organisations to ensure the operational success 

of our projects. 

 

RAJASTHAN BAL KALYAN SAMITI 
 

Rajasthan Bal Kalyan Samiti (RBKS) is an Indian non-

governmental organisation with over 35 years of experience in 

rural education and development. It is responsible for educational 

provision at Hunar Ghar School. The school is run in line with 

principles and standards agreed with Educate for Life, who built 

and set up the school in 2007. Educate for Life ran the school for 

a decade, with RBKS as its local implementation partner, before 

transitioning ownership of the school to RBKS in early 2018 to 

work towards the longer-term sustainability of the school for the 

community. RBKS is applying for Government of India funding to 

support the school’s core running costs. RBKS reports to Educate 

for Life against agreed criteria and the organisations have a 

regularly reviewed Memorandum of Agreement in place. 

 

THE HUNAR GHAR PROJECT TEAM 
 

The Hunar Ghar project team is made up of 35 people. This includes teaching staff, including two 

school leaders, three community health team members, cooks, cleaners and guards and five 

members of the RBKS leadership team who oversee operations and administration. All these staff 

members are employed by RBKS. 

 

RBKS senior team members hold weekly calls with Dr Akshay Patel, Chair of the Educate for Life 

Board of Trustees and Co-Founder of Educate for Life. Dr Patel keeps the Educate for Life trustee 

board abreast of all project developments. Trustees regularly visit Hunar Ghar to review project 

progress.  

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

http://www.rbks.org/
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SENIOR LEADERSHIP TEAM 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mr G S SHARMA 
RBKS DIRECTOR 

  

 

 

 
DR AKSHAY PATEL 

EDUCATE FOR LIFE CO-
FOUNDER & CHAIR OF TRUSTEE 

BOARD 

 

 
NITU SINGH 

RBKS PROGRAMME 
DIRECTOR 

KANAN SILVERA 
RBKS PROJECT 
ADMINISTRATOR 

  

 
 
 
 
 

CHETAN GEHLOT 
RBKS ACCOUNTANT 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

VIRENDRA CHAUBISA RBKS 

MANAGER 

AJEET SANGIA 
HUNAR GHAR SCHOOL 

PRINCIPAL 

  

 

GOPAL JOSHI 
HUNAR GHAR SCHOOL 

COORDINATOR 
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TEACHING TEAM  
Mr Prakash Kasota  Mrs Shakuntla Gamar  Mrs Pushpa Dama  Mr Ajit Bumbariya  Mr Shanti Lal 
 Mr Nand Lal  Mr Budhraj Bumbaria  Mr Limba Ram  Mr Kailash Sindal   Mr Prakash Kharadi  

Mr Bhuwanesh Kumar  Mr Sunil Kumar   Bhawna Padav  Bhupendra Rao  Ishwar Chauhan 

 

 

COMMUNITY HEALTH TEAM 

Mrs Vishnu Priya  Mrs Kanku Bai Mr Shobhag Meena  
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GLOBAL HOSPITAL & RESEARCH CENTRE 

The Global Hospital and Research Centre based in Mount Abu 

provides a bi-monthly mobile clinic service, which stops in three 

locations in and near Bakhel. This ensures regular free access to 

professional healthcare and advice. The Global Hospital and 

Research Centre also runs annual health camps from Hunar Ghar 

School, benefitting students and community members alike. 

 

GEETANJALI HOSPITAL  

Geetanjali Hospital in Udaipur supports the child health at Hunar 

Ghar programme run by Educate for Life. It provides a team of 

doctors to conduct annual health checks on all pupils and accepts 

referrals for diagnosis and treatment made by our team.  

 
APNI SHALA 

Apni Shala develops life skills in teachers and children and 

promotes best teaching practices which foster social and emotional 

development. 

 

ADHYAYAN 

Adhyayan helps schools improve the quality of their teaching and 

their learning environment.  

 

KSHAMTALAYA 

Kshamtalaya is an Indian non-governmental organisation which 

was founded two years ago. It works with students and teachers in 

disadvantaged settings so that students develop into socially and 

economically active adults. Educate for Life is supporting its work 

in the area around Bakhel and in particular to strengthen the 

provision of education in government schools near Hunar Ghar. 

This includes providing mentorship to pupils and supporting 

teachers, as well as introducing extra-curricular activities.  

 
LET’S OPEN A BOOK 

Let’s Open a Book is an Indian non-governmental organisation 

assisting with the set up and maintenance of the Hunar Ghar 

Library. 

  

http://www.ghrc-abu.com/
http://www.geetanjalihospital.co.in/
http://www.kshamtalaya.org/
https://www.facebook.com/letsopenabook/
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JOIN OUR JOURNEY 
This is our story, our journey. We’re changing lives, and we’re redefining what good development 

looks like in rural India. Join our journey, and with us create the change that you want to see in the 

world.   

FOLLOW US • SHARE OUR STORY • SUPPORT US 

 

Sign up to our: Newsletter • Facebook  

 
 

Educate for Life is a small organisation with a big vision and huge impact. We started Hunar Ghar by 

collecting 2p pieces to build our first classrooms and value any contribution large or small. If you’d 

like to support a particular aspect of our work, please contact Iona-Jane to find out more about our 

projects and needs: ionajane@educateforlife.org.uk  

 
Donate now 

   
Link takes you to a secure donate page: https://www.educateforlife.org.uk/secure/donate 

https://www.educateforlife.org.uk/subscribe/?team=ed&from=AR201516
https://www.facebook.com/educateforlife1
mailto:ionajane@educateforlife.org.uk
https://www.educateforlife.org.uk/secure/donate
https://www.educateforlife.org.uk/secure/donate
https://www.educateforlife.org.uk/secure/donate

